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Prev / Next EXAMPLES: ENGLISH SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE Is your clock slow?
? It is quarter to 11
It is already half past 3
The school is closed on saturday
Last month we
went to Delhi
Will you come tomorrow?
? I expected you yesterday
I will call you at night time
It is quarter past 2
She will come at 6’o clock
What is the date?
? What is the time?
? It is 5’o clock
It is half past 8
Let US Talk(
) EXAMPLES: ENGLISH SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE What is your name?
? My name is Anu
Thank You.Bye
.
She is my younger sister
About Learning Language(
) EXAMPLES: ENGLISH SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE Do you speak Tamil?
? My native is Chennai
I can understand Tamil
Do you speak Tamil at office?
? Can you teach me
Hindi?
? You speak Hindi well
Village Versus City(
) EXAMPLES: ENGLISH SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE Why do you like village?
? Does your family likes to live in city?
? Everywhere there is loud noise
I like to live in village but I prefer city
Learning Of Labnguage(
) EXAMPLES: ENGLISH SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE I heard that you are learning Tamil
How are you?
? Good you are already speaking Tamil
Im doing good.Thank you
.
Between Two Friends(
) EXAMPLES: ENGLISH
SENTENCE TAMIL SENTENCE Anu-Hi,How are you? Ram-Im fine
,
?
Raj-Do you listen to songs? Sita-I sometimes listen to songs
?
Anu-Where did you go? Sita-I went to temple
?
Ram-Shall we go to movie? Raj- Sure.When shall we go?
?
.
? Hari-Are you Ram? Raj- No .That short man is Ram
?
.
Anu-How long you are here? Sara-I have been here since 2 years
?
Raj-What did you eat? Ram-I ate 2 Dosas
?
Sara-What did you do? Sita-I was stitching my dress
?
Prev / Next Learning Tamil
vocabulary, phrases and grammar is one thing, but using them in everyday conversation can be challenging.To help those of you who are curious to know how to carry on an informal conversation in Tamil, we have put together a collection of 32 scenario-based conversations. Some of these conversations will also give you an insight into our Tamil
culture. If you wish to converse in Tamil but have no knowledge of the Tamil script, then these conversations are just for you. The transliteration (Tamil words written using the English alphabet) can be easily read by anyone who can read English.Each conversation has been translated to English (for new learners) and for those Advanced Tamil
learners, we have included the Tamil script as well. [[Remember: These conversations are in colloquial Tamil not formal (written) Tamil.]] Following are the topics covered: You are welcome to share your feedback, comments and suggestions. Email us on support@ilearntamil.com Learning Tamil vocabulary, phrases and grammar is one thing, but
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